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The Stats

Mailed out a total of 1284 surveys, one per
address - 1084 regular plus 200 absentee
owners. lncludes business addresses.
31 envelopes undeliverable
358 surveys returned

OUTSTANDING overall response rate of

29% !

Who responded?
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Coming right up - North Anchor Blocks
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Question 1
The ground level of the North Anchor blocks should be:
(check one)
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Entircly Mostly An.qualmlx Mostly No
comlnerclel comm.rclal ofrusldontial r€sldentlal preference

.nd
commerclal

Ouestion 3
Please indicate the degree to which you agree or disagree wlth
the following statement:
lwould prefer a development ofvarying heights rather than a
single height.
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Ouestion 4
our current codes aequire 0.75 to 1.125 dedicated parking spaces for
aondosand apartments in this area and fewer spaces are required
when close to bus transit. Do you supportor oppose increasing the
requircment in thls development as follows: l dedicated parking space
for studio and one bedroom units and 2 dedicated parklng spaces for 2
or more D€orooms.
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Question 5
Please indicate the degree to which you agree or disagree
wlth the following statement: The North Anchor development
should lnclude space for publlc or civic activities, for exampler
public outdoorview seating or public art gallery space.
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Summary of North Anchor positions
. The ground level ofthe North Anchor blocks should

be any allowed commercial use (62%)
. The North Anchor develoDment should not be

mostly residential (86%)
. The North Anchor should be a development of

varying heiShts (79%)
. Parking for the North Anchor should have 1

dedicated parking space for a studio or one bedroom
unit and 2 dedicated soaces for 2 or more bedrooms
178%l

. The North Anchor should include a space for public
or civic activities (74%)


